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mycology laboratories now make diagnosis more routine. Furthermore,
information regarding medical mycology, including identification of
specific fungal pathogens, is widely available. This book helps
mycologists address the emerging challenges of diagnosis. Key Features
Succinct summary of fungal disease diagnosis Includes opportunistic
fungal infections that can afflict immunocompromised patients Permits
the identification of common fungal pathogens Reviews antifungal drugs
Related Titles Ghannoum, M. A. & John R. Perfect, eds. Antifungal
Therapy, 2nd ed. (ISBN 978-1-4987-6814-6) Miyaji, M., ed. Animal
Models in Medical Mycology (ISBN 978-1-3158-9059-3) RazzaghiAbyaneh, M., M. Shams-Ghahfarokhi and M. Rai, eds. Medical Mycology:
Current Trends and Future Prospects (ISBN 978-1-4987-1421-1)
Care Planning Pocket Guide Apr 25 2022
Ackley and Ladwig's Nursing Diagnosis Handbook Jul 25 2019
Create individualized nursing care plans with ease and confidence!
Ackley and Ladwig's Nursing Diagnosis Handbook, 13th Edition uses an
easy, three-step system to guide you through client assessment, nursing
diagnosis, and care planning. Step-by-step instructions show how to
implement care and evaluate outcomes, and help you build skills in
diagnostic reasoning and critical thinking. To make care planning easier,
this handbook allows you to look up nursing diagnoses and care plans for
more than 1450 client symptoms, as well as interventions from NIC
(Nursing Interventions Classification) and outcomes from NOC (Nursing
Outcomes Classification). Edited by noted nursing educators Mary Beth
Flynn Makic and Marina Reyna Martinez-Kratz, this reference provides
everything you need to write nursing care plans in just one book! Easyto-follow Sections I and II guide you through the nursing process and
selection of appropriate nursing diagnoses. Step-by-step instructions
show how to use the Guide to Nursing Diagnoses and Guide to Planning
Care sections to create a unique, individualized plan of care. UNIQUE!
Care plans are provided for each NANDA-International(c) (NANDA-I(c)) approved nursing diagnosis. Evolve website includes a care plan
template, case studies, review questions, and more! Evidence-based
interventions and rationales include research studies and references
supporting the use of each intervention. Examples of and suggested NIC
interventions and NOC outcomes are presented in each care plan.
Quality and safety content emphasizes what must be considered to
provide safe patient care, and includes QSEN content in Section I.
Pediatric, geriatric, multicultural, and home care interventions are
included as appropriate for plans of care. Index of NANDA-I(c) Diagnoses
on the inside back cover of the book provides quick reference to page
numbers. Alphabetical thumb tabs allow quick access to specific
symptoms and nursing diagnoses. NEW! Updated content is based on the
2021-2023 NANDA-I(c)-approved nursing diagnoses and reflects new
diagnoses, revised diagnoses, and retired diagnoses. NEW! Updated
nursing diagnoses include class and domain information as consistent
with the current NANDA-I.
The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5-TR™ Diagnostic Exam Feb 21 2022
Designed for interviewers at all levels of experience, The Pocket Guide to
the DSM-5-TR Diagnostic Exam is the clinician's companion for using
DSM-5-TR in diagnostic interviews. Beginning with an introduction to the
diagnostic interview, the Pocket Guide addresses the goals of the
interview, provides an efficient structure for learning how to conduct
one, reviews the screening questions, and then explains the ways that

Fungal Infection Jul 05 2020 Concise, up-to-date guide to the clinical
manifestations,laboratory diagnosis and management of superficial,
subcutaneousand systemic fungal infections "I would recommend this
book to all microbiologists andclinicians regularly dealing with patients
suffering from fungalinfections." Journal of Medical Microbiology WHY
BUY THIS BOOK? Thorough update of significant developments in the
diagnosisand management of fungal infections Up-to-date drug and
dosage recommendations updated in line withcurrent guidelines New
feature: epidemiology and prevention section in eachchapter plus further
reading lists of key papers New feature: algorithms in each section on
management andtreatment of key fungal infections Problem-orientated
to help clinician make best use oftime-consuming laboratory
investigations This title is now available for the PDA, powered by
Skyscape- to buy your copy click here
Pocket Guide to the ICD-10 Classification of Mental and
Behavioural Disorders Jun 15 2021 The use of a widely accepted
diagnostic classification is vital for the effective treatment of psychiatric
patients, and is essential in research. This pocket-book version of
Chapter V of the 10th revision of the International Classification of
Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-10) will facilitate both
practice and research. It provides a quickly accessible and easy-to-use
source of information about the new classification. The book has been
compiled with a range of users in mind, including psychiatrists of all
grades of seniority and experience, researchers, medical records staff
and data analysts. Managers and other non-medically qualified mental
health professionals will also find it useful. Compiled by a psychiatrist,
this pocket-book is practical and clinical in its approach, and brings
together in one place all major aspects of the description and diagnosis
of psychiatric disorders.
Pocket Nurse Guide to Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests Aug 06 2020
Pocket Guide to Diagnostic Hematopathology Jun 27 2022 This book
is designed not as a comprehensive textbook, but instead as a short
practical guide to diagnosis of neoplastic and non-neoplastic diseases of
blood, bone marrow, and lymphoid tissues. Concise and easy to read, this
text provides essential information in a bulleted text format. This simple
format was chosen to provide essential information that may quickly be
reviewed at the microscope. Each single-page entry begins with a brief
one-line Snapshot description, followed by short descriptions of
important clinical, morphologic, immunohistochemical, and genetic
features, and ending with Caveats and Pearls and Differential Diagnosis.
In most cases, entries are accompanied by a few high-quality histologic
images. To keep the text concise, recommended texts and recent review
articles are cited in the bibliography at the end of the book. To help
quickly find alternative diagnoses, the index cross-references all
differential diagnoses. The Pocket Guide to Diagnostic Hematopathology
should be of use to practicing hematopathologists (academic and private)
and hematologic oncologists, as well as trainees (fellows) in
hematopathology and hematologic oncology.
Pocket Guide to Mycological Diagnosis Dec 22 2021 The Pocket Guide to
Mycological Diagnosis provides useful and concise information for
microbiologists and professionals diagnosing the most medically relevant
fungal species. Cellular and molecular techniques, immunological
methods, and more accurate microscopy equipment available in most
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DSM-5-TR, with its updated approaches to diagnosis and classification,
impacts the interview. The core of the guide walks the reader through a
complete diagnostic exam that includes the follow-up questions for each
class of DSM-5-TR disorders. The book is useful for beginners learning
the format and flow of the diagnostic interview and for seasoned
clinicians conducting an interview consistent with the DSM-5-TR. The
Pocket Guide to the DSM-5-TR Diagnostic Exam is a pragmatic and
concise resource for diagnosing a person in mental distress while
establishing a therapeutic relationship.
Diagnostic Vestibular Pocket Guide Jun 23 2019 Diagnostic Vestibular
Pocket Guide: Evaluation of Dizziness, Vertigo, and Imbalance is a “lab
coat pocket guide” for clinicians and students who evaluate patients with
balance disorders. This quick reference condenses all facets of the
clinical evaluation to provide guidance in a range of situations, including
appointment preparation, vestibular screening measures, and
appropriate objective testing. Specific chapters target common disorders
and evaluation, required modifications based on age, forming clinical
impressions, and medical referral criteria. Key Features: * Succinct
explanations of vestibular principles and test procedures * Compact and
portable design for frequent use * Concise and approachable outline
format for quick reference * A list of common abbreviations, and index
ensures easy access during an appointment * 80 figures and tables *
Appendix outlining key symptoms, signs, and management options for
peripheral, central, and systemic conditions
NP Notes Oct 20 2021 A Davis's Note Book! Must-have information--to
go! Put this handy guide to work in class, in clinical, and in practice.
From screening and assessment tools and differential diagnosis through
the most commonly ordered drugs and billing and coding, this volume in
the Davis Notes Series presents the information you need every day in a
pocket-sized resource. The 3rd Edition of this AJN Book of the Year
Award Winner has been completely revised and updated to reflect the
latest changes in the field. See what students and practitioners are
saying online about the previous edition... Great NP Pocket Guide. ..".this
little gem will be my pocket companion for years to come. They have
produced a remarkable waterproof and reusable guide... This is one of
the best purchases I have made and will use this on a daily basis
throughout school and my career. This is a must for every nurse
practitioner student as well as the practicing nurse practitioner. Highly
recommend, I LOVE this pocket guide!" --Terry South Great pocket guide
for FNP students and new NP's. "This is a great pocket guide for quick
reference. There is a LOT of information packed into this small package,
and am looking forward to using it in my final semester of my FNP
program and into my early practice." -- Christine E. Pereira
Pocket Guide to Clinical Microbiology Sep 26 2019 Quick reference to
clinical microbiology If you work in the clinical laboratory, this pocket
guide will help you confidently identify most organisms you could
encounter. This useful updated edition continues to present valuable
quick-reference information to the clinical microbiology community in a
small package. Along with specifics on pathogenic microorganisms, there
is updated information on effectively using essential molecular diagnostic
techniques for today's challenges. You will find guidance on: MALDI-TOF
MS performance for individual bacteria, mycobacteria, and fungi Nucleic
acid amplification testing/PCR and help interpreting genetic sequencing
results Susceptibility testing, with methods and interpretive criteria for
most organism/antibiotic combinations Antimicrobial resistance
mechanisms and resistance profiles for common organisms
Illustrated Pocket Guide to Clinical Medicine Sep 06 2020 Here's a
convenient, pocket-sized version of Forbes & Jackson's best-selling Color
Atlas and Text of Clinical Medicine, 3rd Edition. It provides highly visual
diagnostic guidance in a portable, quick-reference format. Over 525
superb illustrations help readers to recognize and interpret the most
important presenting signs seen in clinical practice. The result is a
superb portable complement to any textbook of clinical medicine, as well
as a handy diagnostic resource for practitioners. Updated in line with the
highly praised Color Atlas and Text of Clinical Medicine, 3rd Edition.
Substantial number of new photographs. Every caption rewritten to
capture key points of conditions illustrated Updated in line with the
highly praised Color Atlas and Text of Clinical Medicine, 3rd Edition.
Substantial number of new photographs. Every caption rewritten to
capture key points of conditions illustrated
Spark Nurs Diag Pocket Gd 4 (Us Ed) Feb 09 2021 Preceded by:
Sparks and Taylor's nursing diagnosis pocket guide / Sheila Sparks
Ralph, Cynthia M. Taylor. 2nd ed. c2014.
Pocket Guide to COPD Diagnosis, Management and Prevention Sep 18
2021 Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) represents an
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important public health challenge and is a major cause of chronic
morbidity and mortality throughout the world. COPD is currently the
fourth leading cause of death in the world1 but is projected to be the 3rd
leading cause of death by 2020. More than 3 million people died of COPD
in 2012 accounting for 6% of all deaths globally. Globally, the COPD
burden is projected to increase in coming decades because of continued
exposure to COPD risk factors and aging of the population.2 This Pocket
Guide has been developed from the Global Strategy for the Diagnosis,
Management, and Prevention of COPD (2018 Report), which aims to
provide a non-biased review of the current evidence for the assessment,
diagnosis and treatment of patients with COPD that can aid the clinician.
Discussions of COPD and COPD management, evidence levels, and
specific citations from the scientific literature are included in that source
document, which is available from www.goldcopd.org. The tables and
figures in this Pocket Guide follow the numbering of the 2018 Global
Strategy Report for reference consistency.
Nurse's Pocket Guide Nov 01 2022 This quick-reference tool has what
you need to select the appropriate diagnosis to plan your patients’ care
effectively. The 14th Edition features all the latest nursing diagnoses and
updated interventions.
Pocket Guide to Clinical Examination E-Book Jan 23 2022 This handy,
well illustrated guide covers all aspects of patient examination. Carry
this practical text with you so you can review the questions you should
include as part of your history taking, the examination techniques you
should use for different body systems and the presenting signs of
common disorders. The new fourth edition includes over 130 colour
illustrations as well as text boxes to aid revision and help in daily clinical
duties. The history-taking and examination coverage will be invaluable to
students faced with real-life patients for the first time by highlighting the
most things to remember The signs & symptoms sections describe the
most important diseases associated with each body system The various
icon boxes highlight and summarise information on a range of issues
relevant to history and examination: the elderly, emergency situations,
Questions to Ask, etc Colour photographs depict the clinical
manifestations as they present in real-life and ‘real-life’ examination
techniques Colour diagrams clarify examination technique • Fully
updated in line with the accompanying textbook Clinical Examination •
Increased emphasis on patient communication, especially in the general
practice setting • Two new authors join the team bringing additional
expertise to the Pocket Guide
Sparks and Taylor's Nursing Diagnosis Pocket Guide Sep 30 2022
This is a pocket-sized companion to Sparks and Taylor’s Nursing
Diagnosis Reference Manual, 9e. This book offers a quick guide to
authoritative plans of care for the most up-to-date 2012-2014 NANDA
International (NANDA-I) approved nursing diagnoses. A unique
assessment framework and a consistent full color design and layout make
the process of finding and using diagnoses quick and effective. See links
between NANDA-I and the Nursing Interventions Classification (NIC)
and Nursing Outcomes Classification(NOC) labels, and learn how these
all fit together to provide patients with a global aspect of care. This book
will be useful across nursing disciplines, throughout the student
curriculum, and as a clinical nurse.
Pocket Guide to Musculoskeletal Diagnosis Aug 30 2022 Practicing
physical medicine and rehabilitation physician Grant Cooper, MD,
provides a concise step-by-step approach to confidently establishing a
working clinical diagnosis and finding appropriate treatment options for
the most common musculoskeletal ailments. Organized by body region
and written with superb clarity, this guide details the important
questions to ask in history taking, the physical examination maneuvers
appropriate for each pathology, the possible explanations and additional
tests needed to diagnose the condition, and the most up-to-date
treatment options available. The author offers clear explanations why
each step in the history and physical examination is performed and
discusses the basic pathophysiological processes involved. The ailments
covered include neck and shooting arm pain; shoulder pain; elbow pain;
wrist and hand pain; low back, hip, and shooting leg pain; knee pain,
ankle pain, and foot pain. Numerous photographs demonstrate the
correct hands-on methods for physical examination of the patient.
What to Order when Nov 08 2020 he updated Second Edition of this best
selling pocket guide is indispensable for everyone who must decide
which imaging study to order in a patient workup. Written by top
radiologists, What to Order When recommends the most efficient, costeffective tests for 300 clinical problems. The eminent contributors
include Charles Putman, Donald Resnick, Edward Sickles, Burton Drayer,
N. Reed Dunnick, and Peter Callen. Organised by anatomic site for quick
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reference, the book addresses two common clinical situations: symptoms
and signs that can't be narrowed down to a single working
diagnosis...and clinical diagnoses that need to be confirmed, refined, or
rejected by imaging procedures. For the former, the authors list
differential diagnoses; for the latter, they outline typical signs,
symptoms, and predisposing factors. Key information that influences the
choice of imaging studies is presented in easy-to-scan outline format.
Appendices summarise the basics of newer imaging modalities and the
relative costs of individual procedures
Application Of Nursing Process and Nursing Diagnosis Dec 30 2019
When you understand the whys of each step the nursing process, it’s
easier easy to understand how to apply them in the real world in which
you will practice. Take an interactive, step-by-step approach to
developing the diagnostic reasoning and problem-solving skills you need
to think like a nurse with the resources you’ll find in this unique
workbook style text.
Nursing Diagnosis Handbook Jul 17 2021 A reference to help nursing
students and practising nurses select a nursing diagnosis and write plans
of care with ease and confidence. The book provides care plans for every
NANDA diagnosis and provides a quick access index of appropriate
nursing diagnoses for over 1200 clinical entities.
COVID-19 and The Heart: A Case-Based Pocket Guide Jan 29 2020
From frontline experts on the topic—everything you need to know about
COVID-19 and how it affects the heart COVID-19’s effect on the
cardiovascular system continues to drive increases in morbidity and
mortality. Building a solid understanding of the disease spectrum is
critical for accurately diagnosing, treating, and managing patients with
heart issues in the time of COVID. Written by a team of experts who
worked on the frontlines in New York City throughout the worst of the
pandemic, COVID-19 and the Heart: A Cased-Based Pocket Guide is a
one-of-a-kind resource for providing safe, effective care for COVID-19related heart conditions. Designed for quick and easy learning and onthe-spot clinical decision making, this practical guide is organized into
chapters based on genuine clinical cases and provides the best approach
for each one. The authors highlight key points throughout the clinical
content for easy review, and provide up-to-date information on clinical
trials/vaccines, diagnostic and treatment algorithms, therapeutics,
monitoring, and patient education. Ideal for healthcare workers actively
engaged in the ongoing pandemic and students seeking to build their
expertise, COVID-19 and the Heart is the go-to guide to making the right
clinical judgments with respect to the cardiac manifestations of
COVID-19. COVID-19 and the Heart starts with the physiology of COVIDrelated heart disease, and walks you through COVID’s effect on: ACS
Valvular heart disease Arrythmia Pericardial disease Heart failure Shock
Thromboembolism Hypertension
Pocket Guide to Physical Assessment Oct 08 2020 A concise, quickreference handbook on history taking and physical examination Pocket
Guide to Physical Assessment is a compact yet comprehensive reference
for students and practitioners alike, employing a step-by-step framework
for effective patient assessment, diagnosis and planning of care. This
valuable guide covers topics including cardiovascular, respiratory,
neurological and musculoskeletal system examinations, patient
interviews, history taking and general health assessments. Clear
diagrams and checklists illustrate key points, while easy-to-follow
instructions and concise descriptions of clinical situations and diseases
aid in clinical decision-making. Compact, pocket-sized guide that
contains only the essential information for physical assessment Instructs
readers on best clinical practice and how to present and communicate
cases Develops and improves necessary skills for physical clinical
examinations Ideal for use on the ward or as a companion to the
accompanying textbook, Physical Assessment for Nurses and Healthcare
Professionals Pocket Guide to Physical Assessment is an invaluable
reference for healthcare students, newly qualified and advanced nurse
practitioners, and allied health practitioners.
Pocket Guide to Diagnostic Tests, Sixth Edition Jan 11 2021 A quick
reference guide to the selection and interpretation of more than 450
commonly used diagnostic tests COVERS: Basic principles of diagnostic
testing, common blood, urine and cerebrospinal fluid laboratory tests,
therapeutic drug monitoring, microbiologic test selection and
interpretation and diagnostic imaging tests by body system ,
electrocardiography, and differential diagnosis tables & algorithms Tests
used in internal medicine, pediatrics, surgery, neurology and obstetrics
and gynecology INCLUDES: Costs and risks of diagnostic tests Evidencebased information Diseases associated with abnormal test results,
including test sensitivities Full literature citations with PubMed (PMID)
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numbers included for each reference More than 24 NEW clinical
laboratory test entries, 6 NEW differential diagnosis tables 5 NEW
diagnostic algorithms NEW sections on point-of-care testing, providerperformed microscopy, pharmacogenetic testing, and diagnostic
echocardiography
Pocket Guide to ECG Diagnosis Mar 13 2021 Pocket Guide to ECG
Diagnosis, Second Edition offers a comprehensive introduction to ECG
interpretation in a convenient, pocket-size reference. The author has
carefully selected cardiograms that best illustrate the most frequently
diagnosed abnormalities. Diagnostic criteria and diagnostic pearls
accompany each illustration so the reader can extend his interpretation
of the ECG to a diagnosis.
Sparks and Taylor's Nursing Diagnosis Pocket Guide Aug 18 2021 This
volume offers a quick guide to authoritative plans of care for the most
up-to-date NANDA International (NANDA-I) approved nursing diagnoses.
A Pocket Guide to Understanding Alzheimer's Disease and Other
Dementias, Second Edition Nov 28 2019 Including key information on
different types of dementia, this concise pocket-sized book lets you know
about the symptoms to look out for, guides you through the diagnosis
process and explains the treatments available. Like having a GP in your
pocket, it also offers expert advice for living day-to-day with dementia,
and where to go to get support.
Pocket Guide to the Essentials of Diagnosis & Treatment Jul 29
2022
Differential Diagnosis in Neurology and Neurosurgery Nov 20 2021
This pocket-sized Thieme flexibook offers quick, reliable clarification of a
wide and often confusing array of presenting symptoms. The book
provides vital diagnostic information in a convenient tabular format that
leaves no stone unturned in considering the rarer possibilities, and is
enormously helpful in achieving an accurate diagnosis. Handy and
comprehensive, it is ideal for physicians involved in examining and
admitting patients who require neurosurgical intervention.
Pocketbook of Differential Diagnosis E-Book May 15 2021 This handy
guide is packed full of information to support medical students, junior
doctors and other health professionals in making an accurate diagnosis
in relation to different presenting complaints. Now in its fifth edition, the
Pocketbook takes the reader through the key steps of narrowing a
differential diagnosis, including history, examination and investigation
findings. It has been fully updated to cover the full range of common
presenting problems facing clinicians today. This book is easy-to-read
and logical, making it useful for all clinicians within a variety of settings,
from the classroom to emergency department and primary care. Traffic
light system to allow consideration of common before rarer diagnoses
Hazard symbols to highlight diagnoses that may need rapid assessment
and management Summary boxes, with a focus on malignancy red flag
symptoms Updated terminology and investigations
Manual of Nursing Diagnosis Aug 25 2019 Manual of Nursing Diagnosis,
Thirteenth Edition outlines all the major and most recent diagnoses
listed by the North American Nursing Diagnosis Association (NANDA) in
order to help nurses create care plans for patients with any range of
ailments. Updated and organized to meet the needs of both novices and
expert diagnosticians, it includes sample admission assessment guides
for the family, community, and individual. Manual of Nursing Diagnosis,
Thirteenth Edition is and easy to use quick reference the shows nurses
how to use diagnoses to guide questions and observations beyond the
basic assessment. In addition, it helps nurses use diagnostic categories
in other clinical activities, including critical paths and quality
improvement. New to this edition are the latest NANDA changes,
including: 21 new nursing diagnoses 9 revised nursing diagnoses 6
retired nursing diagnoses. --Publisher description.
Differential Diagnosis Pocket Mar 25 2022
Pocket Guide to Gene Level Diagnostics in Clinical Practice Jun 03 2020
Pocket Guide to Gene Level Diagnostics in Clinical Practice is an
abbreviated, pocket-size, quick-reference guide that provides a point-bypoint synopsis of the vast wealth of information contained in CRC
Handbook of Gene Level Diagnostics in Clinical Practice. All sections and
subsections in the Pocket Guide are cross-referenced to corresponding p
Nurse's Pocket Guide Oct 27 2019 The latest revision of this essential
guide features 19 new nursing diagnoses accepted by the NANDA 11th
Conference (1995). It is the first text to integrate material that classifies
nursing interventions according to research. The terminology used is
consistent with changes recently mandated by NANDA. Includes an
updated chapter of "300 Disorders/Health Problems with Associated
Nursing Diagnoses" to help in assessment and diagnosis.
The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5® Diagnostic Exam May 27 2022
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Designed for interviewers at all levels of experience, The Pocket Guide to
the DSM-5® Diagnostic Exam is the clinician's companion for using
DSM-5® in diagnostic interviews. Both experienced clinicians and those
still in training will benefit from the thoughtful, yet practical, fashion in
which DSM-5® revisions are reviewed and incorporated into the 30minute diagnostic interview. This guide is written for all levels of
experience, since every clinician needs to master both DSM-5® criteria
and how to conduct a fruitful diagnostic interview. The book: Provides
insight into the process of establishing a therapeutic alliance, which
remains the goal of any psychiatric encounter, even one as brief as the
diagnostic interview. Offers an extensive set of appendixes with
resources to enhance understanding. These include a brief, easy-to-use
summary of DSM-5® disorders; a stepwise approach to differential
diagnosis; the Mental Status Examination and a psychiatric glossary; the
ABPN Clinical Skills Evaluation; DSM-5®-related diagnostic tools and
scales; and coverage of alternative diagnostic systems and rating scales.
Provides a sequential framework for generating a differential diagnosis,
using a six-step approach, that will help clinicians develop their clinical
decision-making skills and ensure that they take into account the many
and interrelated causes of mental disorders. Direct, practical, and
informative, The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5® Diagnostic Exam will
enable readers to efficiently and effectively employ DSM-5® as part of a
comprehensive diagnostic interview.
Concise H&P Dec 10 2020 Concise History & Physical Exam, a Pocket
guide for comprehensive H&P for medical students, residents, NP and PA
students
Pocket Guide to POCUS: Point-of-Care Tips for Point-of-Care
Ultrasound (eBook) May 03 2020 A unique pocket guide to the use of
ultrasound at the point of care Lately, there has been an enormous
amount of interest in the use of ultrasound for both procedural and
diagnostic guidance at the point of care. Although this type of instruction
can be found in some textbooks, they are heavy, dense, and written for
the classroom, not real-world clinical situations. Pocket Guide to POCUS
is the portable, quick-hit alternative. Pocket Guide to POCUS provides
trainees with the tips and reminders they may need at the point of care.
Things such as what images to acquire, and how to get them, or a quick
glance at pathology in comparison to a normal image. For learners at all
levels, this pocket guide will hopefully reduce their fear of scanning,
while preventing some of the more common pitfalls the authors have
observed over their more than 50 cumulative years’ experience. Each
chapter of the book is divided into four sections: •Key
Images•Acquisition Tips•Interpretation and Pitfalls•Examples of
Pathology This information is conveniently located on cards that can be
removed from the book and brought with you to the bedside. You can
take notes on the cards, check off the scans that you’ve done, and of
course, refer to them in order to provide your patients with the best care
possible.
A Pocket Manual of Differential Diagnosis Apr 01 2020 The revised,
updated Fifth Edition of this pocket book is a handy reference to consult
when making bedside interpretations of clinical data. Remarkably
complete for its small size, the book lists nearly 200 symptoms, physical
signs, laboratory test results, and radiologic findings and their
differential diagnoses. This edition has a new, more user-friendly twocolor design, tabs indicating sections, and shortened lists of the most
common diagnoses. An expanded section on HIV infection covers new
manifestations, including immune reconstitution syndrome. The
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infectious disease chapter has been revised to reflect its increasing
importance in clinical medicine, the emergence of multi-drug resistant
bacteria, and the threat of bioterrorism.
Mosby's Guide to Nursing Diagnosis Apr 13 2021 This pocket-sized
reference is ideal for use in clinicals, in class and at the bedside! A
condensed version of the Nursing Diagnosis Handbook, 10th Edition,
Mosby's Guide to Nursing Diagnosis, 4th edition uses a quick-access
format to help you diagnose and formulate care plans with confidence
and ease. It includes the most recent NANDA-I approved nursing
diagnoses based on more than 1,300 specific symptoms and a step-bystep guide to creating care plans featuring desired outcomes,
interventions, and patient teaching. UNIQUE! Care plans for every
NANDA-I approved nursing diagnosis, including pediatric, geriatric,
multicultural, home care, client/family teaching and discharge planning,
and safety interventions Alphabetical thumb tabs provide quick access to
specific symptoms and nursing diagnoses Pocketsize portability makes
this book easy to carry and use in clinicals, in class, or at the bedside
NEW! 4 Color Text NEW! Updated 2012-2014 NANDA-I-approved
nursing diagnoses NEW! 16 new and 22 revised diagnoses NEW! Added
content on safety, one of QSEN's six competencies
DSM-5® Pocket Guide for Child and Adolescent Mental Health Mar 01
2020 Building on the best-selling Pocket Guide to the DSM-5(tm)
Diagnostic Exam, The DSM-5® Pocket Guide for Child and Adolescent
Mental Health teaches readers how to formulate a diagnosis and
treatment plan for this patient population. Because these patients are
more likely to initiate mental health treatment in a primary care rather
than specialty care setting, the authors pay particular attention to the
practical exigencies of the primary care setting. Accordingly, chapters
are devoted to topics such as diagnostically interviewing around different
chief complaints; performing 15- and 30-minute versions of the
diagnostic interview; recognizing developmental milestones and red flags
for referral, and more. The book's structure is flexible, affording readers
the freedom to read sections in their entirety for background or to use
the guide on the fly, as with interview questions for specific diagnoses.
The book is an essential reference for primary care physicians,
pediatricians, residents in training, and general psychiatrists, and other
practitioners caring for children and adolescents experiencing mental
distress and mental illness. The authors have designed the book with a
variety of useful features:* Multiple tables and figures make expert
advice readily accessible, including tables for developmental milestones,
common clinical concerns, and medications.* Brief supplements to the
diagnostic interview are presented, including an easy-to-use summary of
DSM-5 disorders, a stepwise approach to differential diagnosis, the
mental status examination and a psychiatric glossary, DSM-5-related
diagnostic tools and scales, and coverage of alternative diagnostic
systems and rating scales.* A seven-step sequential framework for
generating a differential diagnosis helps clinicians develop their clinical
decision-making skills and ensure that they take into account the many
and interrelated causes of mental disorders.* Initial psychosocial
recommendations are included for such topics as sleep hygiene and
behavior management. Recognizing that clinicians need to use DSM-5
criteria and evidence-based treatment protocols to formulate treatment
plans, the authors designed this book for all levels of experience. Direct,
practical, and informative, The DSM-5® Pocket Guide for Child and
Adolescent Mental Health will enable readers to efficiently and
effectively use DSM-5 as part of a comprehensive diagnostic interview
and treatment planning.
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